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Organic Cotton / Handloom / Lyocell / Chambray



Lyocell Eco Fibre

Super soft, and 
breathable, our  
Lyocell Eco fabric

Super soft, naturally breathable and hypo-allergenic, Lyocell is a 
plant-based fibre made from sustainably harvested eucalyptus 

tree pulp. The fibre is economical in its use of energy and natural 
resources, and is fully biodegradable. 



Ikat is a dyeing technique that has its origins in many traditional 
textile centres around the world. The unique nature of Ikat fabric 
allows us to create our own exclusive textural patterned fabric. 

Handloom ikat

A Traditional  
Artisan technique



Chambray
Our bestselling cotton chambray fabric returns to 
our collection to give you a smart yet lightweight 
alternative to the classic summertime denim look. 



Handloom

Unique quality 
with our handloom

At Nomads, we love the unique quality that each metre of 
handloom fabric possesses, and we celebrate this original 

material that could never be replicated by a machine





Organic Knitwear

All our garments 
are made with 

natural fibres & 
GOTS certified 
organic cotton

Organic cotton clothing is a pleasure to wear because of 
its breathability – it will keep you cool in the summer, and 

cosy in the winter, plus it will last far more wears in between 
washing than synthetic fibres. 

A GOTS label in a garment means that you can be sure 
that it has reached the GOTS specifications of social and 

environmental compliances



Celebrations
This is the year to celebrate with friends and family. 

We’ve created a co-ordinated group in soft fabrics and 
easy silhouettes that can be dressed up or down. 



Organic Raincoat

Organic Cotton

Biodegradable

BreathableDrawcord 
adjustable waist

Practical pockets

Poppers on cuffs

Water resistant

Taped critical seams



Crinkle Viscose
Our viscose fabric uses carefully sourced pulp from trees that come 
from FSC-certified forests, with minimal impact on the environment 

as the trees are grown organically without pesticides. 





Minnow Print
Our Minnow Print, inspired by traditional block 

printing and the Cornish coastline.



Organic Cotton
Simply put, organic cotton is the best form of cotton, both for the 

planet, the growers and the people who wear the clothing. 

All organic cotton used to make Nomads clothing is certified by 
GOTS.  The Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) is the leading 

authority on textile processing standards for organic fibres.

Our GOTS license number is DK26875



Lounge
We’ve all got used to dressing in a more relaxed way and 
feeling comfortable. New additions in soft organic cotton 

jersey include a jumpsuit and relaxed yoga trousers. 



Organic Cotton Socks
In original Nomads’ designs, the organic cotton content 

means they are breathable for maximum comfort, 
whilst also being perfectly cosy for cooler days.  



Menswear
This season, our Menswear collection features a wide 
range of both short sleeve and longer sleeve shirts in 

a variety of exclusive Nomads prints and plains. 

stylish, relaxed  
and comfortable


